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YAKAR KANNAI

ABSTRACT.  The concept of hypoellipticity for degenerate elliptic

boundary value problems is defined, and its relation with the hypoellipticity

of certain pseudo-differential operators on the boundary is discussed (for

second order equations).  A theorem covering smoothness of solutions of

boundary value problems such as a(x)dußn + b(x)u = f(x) for the Laplace

equation is proved.  An almost complete characterization of hypoelliptic

boundary value problems for elliptic second order equations in two dimen-

sions is given via analysis of hypoelliptic pseudo-differential operators in one

variable.

1. The regularity of solutions of boundary value problems has been widely

studied in the literature (see e.g. [4], [5]), under "nondegeneracy" conditions.

The oblique derivative problem

(1.1) Au = 0 in GCRn,

(1-2) bu/bl=f on bG

has also been investigated by many authors. It is usually assumed that the vec-

tor field / is not characteristic to that submanifold of bG on which / is tangential

to bG. Then the pseudo-differential operator mapping w|3G to bu/bl is of prin-

cipal type, and the addition of lower order terms in (1.2) plays no significant

role in the theory [6]. This paper was motivated by the desire to discuss reg-

ularity properties of solutions of the problem where (1.2) is replaced by

(1.3) abu/bl + bu=f on bG

where a might vanish somewhere. This could be done by transforming the

boundary value problem (as in [6], [14]) to a problem concerning hypoellip-

ticity of a certain pseudo-differential operator on bG. It turns out that this ap-
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proach yields quick results concerning smoothness of boundary value problems.

In §2 we define precisely what we mean by hypoellipticity of a boundary

value problem and prove that for (most) second order elliptic operators this is

equivalent to the hypoellipticity of a certain pseudo-differential operator on

dG.  In §3 we exhibit a class of hypoelliptic operators arising naturally from

consideration of (1.3). This class might also be of independent interest. In §4

we give an almost complete characterization of hypoelliptic boundary problems

for two-dimensional problems (and second order equations). This is achieved by

extending the results of [3], [11] from one-dimensional differential operators

to one-dimensional pseudo-differential operators. For this extension a result

enabling us to disregard all but finitely many terms in the asymptotic expansion

of the pseudo-differential operator (Lemma 4.2) and an extension of the "sta-

tionary phase" principle to a case where there are singularities (Lemma 4.4) are

important.

Our results include as special cases the results of S. Ito [10] and K. Hay-

ashida [2] who proved smoothness of the solution u of the problem

Lu=finG,   a(x)3«/3/i + ßix)u = 0 on dG,

where L is a real second order elliptic operator and a > 0. Ito assumes a + ß

> 0. Hayashida makes a different assumption, whose meaning is analyzed in

§3, Example 3. Note that Ito and Hayashida are concerned also with existence,

whereas we are mostly concerned with smoothness.

The reduction of the boundary value problem to a problem involving a

pseudo-differential operator, the discussion of the two-dimensional case, and

some portions of §3, can be extended to higher order operators; the computa-

tions, though, become much more involved.

I am very much indebted to Professor E. Shamir for suggesting Lemma 4.1

to me, and to Professors R. Beals, H. Bre'zis and C. Fefferman for helpful con-

versations.

2. Let G be a bounded open subset of Rn with C°° boundary 3G. Near

dG, G is of the form dG x (0, 1); we suppose a normal coordinate xn is chosen

near G, and we denote points of G near 3G by (x', xn), and we set uk =

Z)*«(x', 0), k = 0,1.(In this paper D¡ = (l//)(3/3xy).) Let Ux,.... U,

be a finite open covering of 3(7 with U¡ diffeomorphic to the unit sphere in

R" ~ *, 1 < /' < /, h¡ being the diffeomorphism and let ipx,..., ipt be a parti-

tion of unity subordinate to the covering {U^i=x    ¡. For r, s reals we say

that u E V '(G) is in HrsiG) if each of the distributions v{ defined by

vi= vfc'MxJu o h{
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is in Hrs{R+) and v = u{l - S^-fx >(*„)) ZHrJRn). Here w E C~(-1, 1)

with w = 1 near 0 and the spaces Hrs{R"), Hrs{R+) are those introduced in [5,

§2.5]. Hrs{G) is a Hubert space with the norm

(K,/=¿/ii»A,/+o»U2-

We refer to [5] for discussion of the Hr s spaces. It is important to note that

if « G Hms{G) where m is a positive integer, then the "Cauchy data" a-(x')

are well-defined elements of H(m+s-¡-\¡ifêG) for 0 </ < m - 1. (Here

Ht{bG) is the usual Sobolev space.) Let now P{x, D) be an elliptic differential

operator of order m defined on cl(G) with C°° coefficients, and let {ßf/(x', D');

i = 1, ..., k;j = 0, .. ., m — 1} be (classical) pseudo-differential operators

defined on bG, with C°° coefficients. We say that the boundary value problem

(2.1) P{x, D)u=f in G,

m-l

(2.2) g B.fx',D')uj=g¡ on bG,     i=l,...,k,

is hypoelliptic if for u G Hms{G), f E C°{d{G)) and gt G C°°{V) we have

uEC°°{GO V), where V is an arbitrary relatively open subset of bG.

A few comments about this definition are not out of order. The ellip-

ticity of P implies that
m-\

«m(0 = Z Cix',D')ufx')
/=o

where C¡ix', D'), j = 0,.. ., m — 1, are differential operators tangential to bG.

Hence any boundary differential operator can be represented in the form

T?JLqXBj{x', D')Uj. In [4] hypoellipticity of the boundary value problem

P{D)u = 0 in G, B£D)u = 0 on a planar portion of bG was defined as the re-

quirement that every classical solution of the problem be C°°. The restriction

to homogeneous problems seems to be too weak for problems with nonconstant

coefficients. Moreover, all C2 solutions of the problem (D2 + D\)u =/in

x2 > 0, [xXDX + (3/2)/] u = g on x2 = 0 are C°° if / and g are, but u =

RefXj + ix2)312 is a nonsmooth solution of the problem with f = g=0, and

thus it would be counter-intuitive to name this boundary value problem hypo-

elliptic. On the other hand, the assumption that u E Hm S{G) for some s is

quite weak; compare [5, p. 256].

Let now m = 2 and let

(2.3) Pix,D)u= ¿ ajk{x)Dpku + ¿ bfxp.u + c{x)u
i,k=l /=1
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be a representation of P in hj ' (U¡) for some i, where a.k = ak.-. We make now

the following assumption (the so-called root condition):  The quadratic equation

in t,

(2.4) Z  *iktjh + Zajjjt + £ aÄjtV + *„/ = 0
/>«-1 /—l /c=l

has precisely one root f' (= t'(x, £)) with positive imaginary part and one root

t" with negative imaginary part, for all x in h¿~1iU¡) and all real nonzero vectors

£' = (£j, . . . , £„_i)- (This assumption is always fulfilled if n > 2; if « = 2 it

is stronger than ellipticity and weaker than the reality assumption of [2].) Fol-

lowing [6, §2.2] we assume that P is defined and is elliptic in a larger open set

H with cl(G) C H, and let T be a parametrix for P in //, i.e., TP = I + K where

AT is a smoothing operator. For any vEH0 S(G) denote by v° E E'iH) the

distribution obtained by extending v to be equal to 0 outside cl(G) (compare

[5, p. 54]). Denoting by 6 the surface measure on 3G we obtain

(2.5) Pu° = iPu)0 + r1 ¿ Z ^•+/+1^("/5)
/-0/=0

for « G H2siG), where P¡ = Pfe', D') are determined by P = H^Ppl, order(Py)

= m - j.  Applying T to (2.5) we find

(2.6) u° + Ku° = TiPu)0 + r1 ¿ £ 7?      ^'„(^ö).
;=0 /=0

If Pu G C°°(cl(G)) then the restriction of TiPu)0 to 3G is a C°° function. Ä"«0

is obviously smooth in all of H. Setting

(2-7) Qiv-(ríií:TP,+l+íDÍnivb)\

for i> G V'idG), we get

(2.8) "o - Ôo"o - Öi"i = "<*') G C"(aG)-

According to [6] the pseudo-differential operator Qx is actually elliptic. The

operator R = Q\lif - Q0) is a pseudo-differential operator with symbol

(2.9) r = t'ix',0;H') + six',i;')

where s is a symbol of order zero.

Theorem 2.1. Let F(x, D) be an elliptic second order differential operator

satisfying the root condition, let B0, Bx be itangential) pseudo-differential oper-

ators defined on dG and let R be as above.   Then the boundary value problem

Pix, D)u =fin G, B0u0 + Bxux = g on dG is hypoelliptic if and only if the op-

erator L =B0 + BXR is a hypoelliptic operator on the manifold dG.
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Proof. It follows from (2.8) that

g = B0u0+BlQxx{I-Q0)uQ-BxQ-xw

or

(2.10) g+BxQxxw=LuQ.

Thus u0 G C°°{bG) if L is hypoelliptic. But then ux = Ru0 - Q~[xw is also in

C°°{bG). That u G C°°(cl(G)) follows then by applying Theorem 2.14 of [6]

to (2.6).

Conversely, suppose that L is not hypoelliptic in a relatively open subset

V of bG. Let w0 G HAbG) satisfy u0 £ C~(K), ¿"0 e c°°(oG), for some s

(such m0 clearly exists). The Dirichlet problem is elliptic (in the sense of [5] )

for P{x, D) (by the root condition). Applying Theorem 10.4.1 of [5] we con-

struct a distribution u E Hm S(G) satisfying Pu = 0 in a neighborhood W CG

with cl(W) n bG = V and wlp, = u0. Let y be an extension of u\dfw^ to a func-

tion which is C°° in d{G)\W. Applying (2.8) we find that w{x) = v0- Q0v0-

Q^vx is a C°° function on bG and thus B0v0 + ByVx = Lv0 - BxQxxw. But L

is pseudo-local and v0\v = u0\v, imply that LvQ G C°°(3G). Thus the boundary

value problem Pu =/, 50y0 + 5xüj =£ is not hypoelliptic.

Note that if the pseudo-differential operator L is hypoelliptic then it has

a finite-dimensional kernel in C°°(3G). If its adjoint L* is also hypoelliptic then

L has a finite index. In many cases its index can be computed from its symbol

[8]. One could then use the above reduction of a boundary value problem in

G to a pseudo-differential problem on bG for investigating existence problems too.

If the symbols of BQ, Bx are b0{x', £'), bx{x', %'), respectively, then the

symbol of L is

Qix, %') ~ bAx', £') + £&<">(*', {-V'%)(*', Ù

(2.11) = bo<-x'> A + Ç6!00^' ^r^t[a)ix', 0; I')

+ Çô(1ûlV,|')z-la'S(a)(x',r)

where a runs over all (n - l)-dimensional multi-indices, and as usual

^.Q^iiD^iiD^pix,^).

Note that q{x', %') is just the characteristic function of the boundary value prob-

lem as defined in [4] if P, B¡ have constant coefficients and the boundary is

planar.
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3. In this section we shall prove the hypoellipticity of certain degenerate

pseudo-differential operators of order 1 and we shall apply them (using Theo-

rem 2.1) for the study of boundary value problems.

It will be convenient to discuss the local question of hypoellipticity in

Euclidean space and not in 3G. Let thus H be an open subset of Rq. The fol-

lowing is a partial generalization of Theorem 3 in [11].

Theorem 3.1. Let

qix,%) = aix)eix,\-) + bix,%)

where
aix)EC'x'iIf)   and   a(y) = 0,

(3.1)
y EH implies iDa)iy) = 0,     / = 1,..., q.

Assume further that /5(x, %), e(x, %) E C*iH x (i?*\{0})) and that for all

ix,t)EHxiR*\{0}),

(3.2) Kx.DKCjO + HI),

(3.3) |eg)(x, öl <C2aß + K*, S)|)(l + It|)-I«lp+I0l8

for all multi-indices a, ß, where p and 5 are fixed constants satisfying 1 > p >

fc > 5 > 0,

(3-4) |6g)(jc, öl < C3Aß + \W-pM+Sw

for all a, ß,

(3.5) \ftix)eix, öl + Ux, %)\ > Cs > 0   if\^>C~i,

and

(3-6) \rxix, Ö + ir2ix, ÖI < C^ix, %)+ + |r2(x, öl),

where

rxix, Ö + ir2ix, ö =aix)eix, Ö/K*. &

rfic, %) is real, / = 1, 2, and t+ = max(i, 0).

Then there exists a constant C7 > 0 such that for all x EH

(3-7) \qix,%)\>C1   if\S\>Cfl

and for every pair (a, j3) of multi-indices and compact subset K of H there exists

a constant CSaßK such that for allxEK, \%\ > CJ!,

(3.8) Ifjgfc öl < CStatßiK\qix, old + W-Mp+Wii-
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It follows from Theorem 4.2 of [7] that the pseudo-differential operator

qix, D) is hypoelliptic. (Its adjoint is also hypoelliptic and the results of [8] are

applicable.)

Proof. We shall denote from now on by C any constant which is inde-

pendent of x E K where K is a compact subset of H and |£| > C$ l. Note first

that

(3.9) Hx^)\<C\q{x,^)\.

Indeed, (3.9) is certainly true if b{x, %) = 0. Otherwise

(3.10) q{x, £ = irx{x, %) + ir2ix, £) + l)b{x, $).

If Vi + II < Vz then r, < - Vi and by (3.6) % < \rt I < C|r2|, so that \r2\ > C

> 0 and |ft| < \q\/\r2\ < C|g|. If |rt + II > Vi then \b\ < 2|fl|, and thus (3.9) is

always true. But then \ae\ < \q\ + |6| implies also that

(3.11) K*M*.8KCIi(*,0l.

Estimate (3.7) thus follows from (3.9) and (3.11) together with (3.5). Taking

now (3.4) into account, we see that we have to worry only about derivatives of

ae in proving (3.8). In estimating jc-derivatives of a, the following generalization

of a well-known [2], [13] property of nonnegative functions is useful:

Lemma 3.2.   Let a{x) G C2{H) and assume that a{x) has no simple zeros.

Then for every compact subset KofH there exists a constant C{K) such that

for allxEK and 1 <j<q,

(3.12) KP/Otol < C|aG0l1/a.

Proof. It suffices to show that l(ZVX*)l < C|a(jc)|1/2. Let L be a com-

pact subset of H containing K in its interior, and let Ó* = dist(A", HSL) > 0. Set

(3.13) M = mgx{\D\a{x)\, ]fl{x)\l82}.

For a given j> EK, set ß = |a(y)|1/2/M1/2, and consider the function/(s) =

/Oi +s,y2,..., yn). Then /(s) is C2 in the interval |s| < 0, with |/"(s)| < M

in that interval and 0 = (|/(0)|/AÍ)1/2. If l/'(0)| were greater than 20M, then it

would follow from a form of the implicit function theorem given in [13, p. 346]

that the interval |s| < 0 contains one point s0 where /vanishes and /' does not.

Thus a would have a simple zero at the point iyt + s0,y2,... ,yn)EH,&

contradiction. Hence

|D,flÖ9l = l/'(0)l < 20M = 2MX /2 laO)!1 /2.

End of Proof of Theorem 3.1.   According to Leibnitz's rule,
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N^öi=|o<z^)fl(7)(x>&)(,,ö

(3.14) < C \hx)\ k{g(x, ÖI + £ \DAx)\   Z     \e¡°]ix, öl

+    Z   icgj(jf,öil.

The last term in the right-hand side of (3.14) can be estimated (due to

(3.2) and (3.3)) by

C[l+|e(x, ¡:)\](i+\t\)-Mp+WS-™<CiimrMp+WS-2li + 1

(3.15) <C(l+|||)-|ci|p+"31/2.

The middle sum can be estimated (applying (3.12), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.11))

by

C\aix)\ll2i\ +\eix, öl)(l +\m~Mp+m~s

<C(1 -|-|J|)-I«1p+I/3I« + C|ß(xM*, öl1/2K*> öl1/2

(3.16) .(l + |?|)-t-IP+W-«

<C(1 + |||)-laIP+IPI« +C|í7(x, öl1/2(l + |£|)-laIP + l015 + 1/2-s

<C(1 + |||)-I«Ip+IPI« + C\qix, öl1/2a + |?|)-|a|P+IW2.

The first sum can be estimated, using (3.3) and (3.11) once more, by

C[(l + HD-lalP+W6 + |a(x)e(x, 01(1 + l!l)-|a"+"î18]

(3'17) <C[(1 + \ï\)-Ml>+ws + \qix, 01(1 + |||)-la'P+l^5].

Applying (3.7) and 5 < Vt, we get from (3.12)—(3.17) that

(3.18) \iae)$ix, öl < C\qix, 01(1 + W™"*™'*

and Theorem 3.1 is proved.

Example 1. a and b satisfy (3.1) and (3.4) respectively. e(x, £) = \%{

3e > 0 such that |arg[a(x)//j(x, |)11<t - e, and |a(x)| + |i(x, öl > 0. Ex-

ample 1 is only a slight modification of the examples discussed at the end of

§4 in [7]. A more substantial application of Theorem 2.1 is

Example 2. a and b satisfy (3.1) and (3.4) respectively, e(x, ö =

%\i%\ + ff )"l  iq = 2), 3 e > 0 such that |arg[a(x)//3(x, Ö] I < * - e and

assume that (3.5) is satisfied. A simple computation shows that (3.3) is satisfied

with p = 2/3, 5=0.

Example 3. Let 3«/3n be the (outward) conormal derivative associated

with an operator P satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.1 and consider, as in

[2], [10], the boundary operator cix')dfdn + dix'). Then in a local coordinate
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system we can write

The ellipticity of L implies that ann ¥= 0 and we can assume that ann > 0. Solv-

ing (2.4) we find that

(3.19) f = (-21^+^, tijOijr1

where A{x', £') is the square root with positive imaginary part of the discriminant

of the quadratic equation (2.4). In our case

bQ{x', £') = d{x') - icix') "E *,„(*', 0)^, bxix\ £') = - Hx')ann
;'=i

and according to (2.11),

q{x', $') = d{x') - icix') £ a  %j - ic{x')ann{t' + s).
/=i

Applying (3.19) we find that

(3.20) qix, %) = - idx)A{x, %)f2 + d{x) - ic{x)anns.

(We have omitted the primes for convenience.)

It is natural to try to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1 by setting

a{x) = c{x)/2, e{x, %) = - iA{x, £) and b{x, %) = d{x) - ic{x)anns{x, £)• By the

root assumption e{x, %) is (strongly) elliptic of order 1 and so (3.2) and (3.3)

are fulfilled. If c{x) never vanishes then q is elliptic. If c{x) has a simple zero,

then q cannot be hypoelliptic; we are then in a situation where the principal

part determines the properties of the operator. If all the zeros of c{x) are at

least double, then (3.1) is also satisfied. Assumption (3.4) is always satisfied.

Condition (3.5) is equivalent to

(3.21) |c(x)| + \d{x)\ > C> 0,

and (3.6) is fulfilled (at least near the zeros of c{x), where it counts) if

\ai$[c{x)ld{x)] | < 7r/2 - e for e > 0. In particular we get the case discussed

by [10] for c{x), d{x) > 0, c{x) + dix) = 1. In [2] existence and regularity

are proved under the assumptions cix) > 0, c{x) # 0,

(3.22) y ¿ cos(r, x¡){ ¿ a.kiDk<p + bfp\ + d{x) > 0

on the boundary, where v is the outer normal and <p is the solution, with Dirich-

let data ip = c{x) on the boundary, of a certain elliptic equation. According to

the maximum principle <pix) > 0 in G. Hence if cix) = <p{x) = 0 at a certain

point x E bG then grad tfx) = Xp{x) (since the tangential derivatives have to
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vanish at x) with X < 0, which implies that the sum in (3.22) is nonpositive

there, so that dix) > 0. Thus we have hypoellipticity near the zeros of c(x).

(If c(x) =£ 0, then q is elliptic.) Condition (3.22) is really nothing but a sufficient

condition for the validity of the strong Girding inequality for q; see [12].

Generally speaking, Theorem 3.1 provides us with a sufficient condition for

hypoellipticity of certain boundary value problems. For if q is given by (2.11)

we can always try to find out whether q belongs to a known class of hypoelliptic

operators. If we can find a, e and b satisfying the condition of Theorem 3.1

with q = ae + b, then by Theorem 2.1 the boundary value problem is hypo-

elliptic.

Remark. Example 2 suggests that condition (3.3) (which is certainly sat-

isfied if e is elliptic) is related to the occurrence of zeros of high multiplicity only

in %. It was pointed out to the author by C. Fefferman that if e is homogenous

of degree 1 and on |£| = 1 has only zeros of finite multiplicity greater than two,

then (3.3) can be proved using the Weierstrass-Malgrange preparation theorem.

4. In this section we shall see how a more complete characterization of

hypoelliptic boundary value problems can be given in the two-dimensional case.

This characterization is based on an extension to pseudo-differential operators

of the results established in [3], [11] for ordinary differential operators.

Let L = L(x, D) be an ordinary pseudo-differential operator of order m

defined in an open set VCR, with symbol c/(x, Ö given by
77)

(4.1) qix, Ö ~ Z   «/*• 8

where qj{x, Ö is positively homogeneous of degree /. Using the fact that the

sphere subbundle of the cotangent bundle is not connected in the one-dimensional

case, and in fact can be written as R x {+, —}, we can reduce the study of q to

the study of its restrictions to the positive and negative half lines (in Ö- In fact,

letting 72(0 G C~iR), Ä(ö = 0 for I < 0 and Ä(ö = 1 for £ > 1 and setting H =

A(D), we can state

Lemma 4.1. L(x, D) is hypoelliptic in V if and only if for every u G V'iV),

(4-2) WFiu) C WFiLix, D)Hu) U (V x {-})

and

(4.3) WFiu) C WFiLix, Z>)(/ - H)u) U(Kx {+}).

{Here WFiu) is the wave front set ofu as defined, e.g., in [9].)

Proof.  If ¿(x, D) is hypoelliptic, then

sing supp Hu C sing supp Z,(x, D)Hu.
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But WF{L{x, D)Hu) C WF{Hu) C V x {+} implies

WF{Hu) = sing supp Hu x {+} C sing supp L{x, D)Hu x {+}

= WF{L{x, D)Hu)

and similarly

WF{{I - H)u) C WF{L{x, £>)(/ - H)u),

from which (4.2) and (4.3) follow.

Conversely, let u G V'{V),L{x, D)u E C". Then LHu = HLu +[L,H\u

EC°° since [L, H\ is an operator of order — °°, as its symbol is supported in a

subset of V x supp n'(|) Cfx [0, 1]. Similarly Lil-IfyiEC". Hence

WF(w) C(fx {-}) n {V x {+}) = 0 and u E C°°{V).

Lemma 4.1 enables us to restrict ourselves wJ.o.g. to the case qfe, |) =

a¡{x)%' and to investigate whether (4.2) is valid or not. If amix) ¥= 0 then L is

elliptic near*. As in [3], [11] we restrict ourselves to the case where the zeros

of am{x) have all finite multiplicity and thus are isolated. (Note that the results

of §3 are more general in this respect.) Let us assume that 0 G V, that am(0) =

0 and that am{x) ¥= 0 for x =£ 0. Let n¡ be the multiplicity of the zero of a¡ix)

at the origin {n¡ may be equal to + °° for / < m). The sequence {nf- - /}"_«,

is bounded below and thus the characteristic index of L may be defined as the

integer m - r where - °° < r < m is specified by the requirements that nr - r =

min{n;- - /} and r = max{y: n¡ - j = nr - r}. We now claim that (4.2) cannot

be true if r = m.  In fact, we are in the case of regular singular point. Let

*"n¡

be the formal Taylor expansion of afa) at the origin. We try a formal solution

of L{x, D)u = 0 of the form
oo

m(jc) ~ xx £ utxl,
1=0

where {iD)~f is interpreted as mapping x' to xl+i/[{l + f){l +/ - 1) ...(/+ 1)].

We obtain an infinite system of linear equations of the form

Z   CQ, k, I, \)u. . . = 0,     l-n - r, nr -r + 1,...
*-;</ 1+/-« r r

where C{j, k, I, X) is a certain rational function of/, k, I, X. The indicial equa-

tion for X is thus

T.      Cif,k,n-r,\)=      £      CQ, n„ n - r, X) = 0.
k-i=nr-r n.-j=„rr i

Let /0 = min{/: nt-j = nr-r}. Replacing L{x, D) by L{x, D)D'io (if/0 < 0)
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does not change (4.2) and has the effect of making the indicial equation a poly-

nomial equation of degree m - /0 = order(Zi)-/0). We may thus assume that

/0 > 0 and that the indicial equation has m roots Xj,.. ., Xm, repeated ac-

cording to their multiplicities and ordered by Re Xx > Re 7^ > .. . > Re Xm.

We now treat several cases separately, as in [11, §5]. If X, is not an integer,

let x 'SJIqUjx' be the formal solution associated with it, let w(x) G C°°(I0 be

such that /!«O(0) = u¡ (such a function exists by Borel's theorem) and set

(4.4) vix)=H(\1,x)uix)

where H{kx, x) is the distribution defined in [11, p. 119]. Then Lv E C*(V),

but WF\u) D {0} x {+} (this follows from actual computation of the Fourier

transform of //"(a, x) as given e.g. in [1 ] ). If Xj is a positive integer, \x > r - 1,

then we set

i45) txX) = u(x)xXl, x>0,

=0, x<0,

and once again Lv E C°°iV) but WFiu) D {0} + {+} since by differentiating u

to a sufficiently high degree we get 5(x)mod C00. For the other cases note that

the distributions Ä(x~k),Ä(x/ln|x|") constructed in [11, p. 121] all have their

wave front set equal to {0} x {+, -}. Since if Xj is an integer < r - 1 the

formal solutions have to contain (as shown in [11, pp. 125—126]) x~k or

x'ln(x)", we may construct in every case a distribution u with Lu E C°°iV) but

WF\u) D {0} x {+} and then (4.2) (and (4.3)) cannot hold if r = m.

If r < m we may assume (multiplying by a power of D if necessary) that

r = 0. The analysis of this case is greatly facilitated by

Lemma 42.   Let m > r = 0, a0(x) = 1.  Then there exists a pseudo-dif-

ferential operator C of order - 1 and a differential operator Q such that the

operator S = ß(7 + C)-1 has the symbol ZfL^Sjix)^ where sj'\0) = ajl)i0),

-°°<j <m, 0 </<<».

Proof. Using the same letter for operators and their symbols, set A =

S^tjyOc, D), B - VjJ-^qfx, D) (so that L = A +1 + B). Denote by # the
projection on symbols of negative order,

n(z ?/*.ö\= Z ?/*.&
\j=-<*> I        j=-oo

We want to solve the equation

í4-6) NiA +/ + £)(/ + 0 = 0

or
NiA+I + AC+B + C + BQ=NiAC)+B + C + BC=0.
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Setting — (/ + B)  XB =£we find that Eis also a pseudo-differential operator

of order < - 1, and (4.6) is equivalent to

(4.7) Q + B)- XN{AQ + C=E.

A formal solution of (4.7) is given by

(4.8) C = ¿ (- iy [(/ + B)- xNAVe
/=o

where A and (/ + B)~x are understood as multiplication operators on the ring

of pseudo-differential operators. Writing formally

e=Z i *,,****'. c= £ c.kx«ë,
j=—oo fc=0 /=— co

mm

i=l k=n¡

we note that only finitely many terms in (4.8) contribute to any fixed c¡k upon

equating coefficients of xk%' in (4.8). Indeed, by assumptions n— / > nr-r

= 0 for / > 0. Hence if the inverse image under (/ + B)~lNA, of xk%¡ contains

a linear combination of terms of the form xkltfl, then k - j>kx -/, + 1.

But Im((7 + B)~ 1NA) consists of operators of negative orders and order E <

- 1. Hence [(/ + B)~XNA] _"jt*|' - 0 for n > k - j. Thus (4.8) gives a

well-defined formula for cy k in terms of a¡ k, — °»<j<m (the symbols of B

and E are determined by the symbol of A). Let cXx) G C°°{V) be such that

cjk\0) = Cjk, k = 0,1,..., and let now C be a pseudo-differential operator

with symbol c{x, £) ~ 2£¿„ft(x)£'. Then / + C is elliptic and the pseudo-dif-

ferential operator Q' = {A +1 + BtyJ + Q=L{I + C) has the symbol

VfL-jrfxyi1 with rjk\0) = 0 for - °° < / < - 1,0 < k < «>. Setting ß =
VjL0rj{x)Dl, we obtain the lemma.

Turning our attention to differential operators L of order m where r = 0

and a0(0) ¥= 0, we are led to the consideration of the determining factors Qx,

• • • . Qm (see [3], [11] for their definitions and main properties). The an-

alogue of Theorem 1 of [11 ] in this case is

Theorem 43. L satisfies (4.2) if and only if for every 1 <f<m, either

|Re Qj{x)\ —K*>or Qfx) is purely imaginary and DQfix) —»• - «>, as x —*■ 0.

L satisfies (4.3) if and only if for every 1 </ < m, either |Re Qfx)\ —* °° or

Qfx) is purely imaginary and DQj{x) —*■ + °°, as x —*■ 0.

Proof. It was shown in [11, p. 114] that for every /G C°°{V) there

exists ai)6C"(r0 with Lv =/. If WF{L{x, D)Hu) = 0 then setting L{x, D)Hu

=/we obtain L{x, D){Hu - v) = 0, Wfl(/7« - v) = WF{Hu). Hence (4.2) will
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follow once we prove that for all distributions « satisfying Lu = 0, WFiu) C

{0} x {-} (note that L is elliptic in F\{0}). All such solutions u are of the

form Ujix) = exp ß;(x) • Ujix)xpj where tj;-(x) is a (formal) log-fractional powers

sum (see (1.2) and (1.3) in [11]). It is proved in [11] that all distributions u¡

corresponding to Re ß;(x) -—►-«> are actually smooth, and that no distribution

solution corresponds to Re Qfix) —+ + «>. The purely imaginary determining

vectors are dealt with in

Lemma 4.4. Let p be a complex number, let bx <.. . <bk,cx,... ,ck

be real numbers, ck > 0, and let n be an integer. Then the distribution u E

V\R), supp u C [0, °°) obtained by regularizing the function

x?ifrx)n<ixp\iZcrx~bh

has the property WFiu) = {0} x {-}, and the distribution v obtained similarly

from

x'(lnx) "expl-iZcjM M

satisfies WFiu) = {0} x {+}.

Proof of Lemma 4.4.   Let 0 < e < 1 be any number. The function

ti(z) = zp(ln z)"exp(iz-e) can be defined holomorphically in the half plane

Im z < 0 in such a way that z~e is the branch which is positive for x —► 0 with

cut at the negative axis. For that branch Re iz~e < 0 for Im z < 0 and

Re /(x - i0)_e —► - oo as x > 0_. Thus the distribution w obtained as the

limit as y —*■ 0_ of «(* + iy) satisfies WF\w) = {0} x {-}, and the restriction

of w to the negative axis is a C°° function with w(,)(x) —> 0 as x —* 0_. Hence

u - w G C°°iRl) which proves the assertion in this case if Re p > 0 (the case

Re p < 0 follows from this by differentiation). Let now <¿> G C^iR1), $ = 1

near x = 0. We shall prove that the Fourier transform of <¿(x)exp [/'ZÍL j c¡x~bi] //"(x)

decreases rapidly as % —*■ °°. It would follow then that

WFÍexpíi Z Cjx'^W)) = {0} x {-}

(since sing supp expp S...] = {0}). The lemma would thus follow from the

formula WFiuxu2) c WFiux) U WFiu2) U iWFQxx) + WFiu2)) proved in [9],

where

u. =xp(lnx)"exp[7x-e],

«2 =exp -£c_e +i'Z cjX   '\ for0<e<6r
L /=1 J
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(The second half of the lemma would follow in a similar way.)

We integrate

(4.9) J(ö =/ " rtx)exp / Z <?**' - i**] dx

by parts as follows (| > 0):

/(Ö = f\x1?[Kckx~bk -xö] ^)exp \i *Z c,x~bA dx

= i J " {idfdx)exp\iickx~bk - xö]}

' (CA* + Ö"1 ' *<*)eXP   '" Z iyX    '    ¿X

(4.10) = - /J* ~exp [*cfc x~"k - xö] (<*/<&)

' (eA*    *     + 8_1«<*>XP \i Z cjx      \dx = • ■ •

= (-/yv/o°°exp[/(cfcx"&*-xö]

• iidldx)ickbkx~bk~l + Q~l}N ■ rtx)exp|~i Z cjX~bî] dx.

In order to justify these integrations, observe that

ickbkx   k     +Ö_1=V       (l+dfcxfc    Ö"1

(where dk = (cfc&Ä)-1 > 0). Hence each application of the operator A =

idfdx)ickbkx~bk~1 + Ö-1 to an expression of the form x^exppSJL"1^*-*']

yields a sum of terms where xK is either replaced by x raised to a power > X +

bk, or by x to the power X + bk + 1 - b¡ - 1 > X, 1 </ < k - 1. Since we

started with X = 0, we find that the right-hand side of (4.10) is integrable for

each AT. Set nowx|1/(1+*fc) =y. Then

and

W{)l<<f"<''*+,>-'ÏB«/(,+í*,

(4.11)

• expfïVv<,+'*V'']U.
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Every differentiation of the exponent in the right-hand side can add a factor less

than or equal to £bk-iK1+bk\ Thus we have (with a constant CN depending

only onij, . . . , bk, dk, cx,.. . , ck_x) that

(4.12) |/(|)| < CiV£V(ft*-l-6*)/(1+**).

But bk_1 < bk. Hence /(£) = 0{%~N) as % -> °° for all M

End of the Proof of Theorem 4.3.   Let now QXx) be a purely imagin-

ary determining factor, QXx) = i'Lk=lctx~bt, 0 < bx < .. . < bt. Then

DxQj{x) —► - °° if and only if ck > 0.  If ck > 0 and u^pc) is a corresponding

solution of Lu- = 0, then by Lemma 4.4 WFXjij) = {0} x {-}. If, however, ck <

0 we can multiply every term in the formal expansion for v- by a suitable cut-

off function equal to 1 near x = 0 so as to obtain a distribution w having the

same expansion near the origin, and L{wxpi exp QXx)) E C°°{V), but

WF{wxpi exp Qj{x)) = {0} x {+} by the second part of Lemma 4.4. The second

statement in Theorem 4.3 is proved similarly.

We may now state and prove the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 4.5.  Let L{x, D) be an ordinary pseudo-differential operator

with symbol given by
m

£    [a¡{x)Vh{%)+a7{xWh{-t)]
/=-co

where af, aj EC°°{V) and h{%) EC°°{RX) satisfies /z(£) = 1 for £ > 1, h{%) = 0

for £ < 0. Let L+  {L~) be a pseudo-differential operator having the symbol

m I m \

Z a/o)q Z «re*)*').
/--~ y=— /

Let m+  {m~) and r+  {r~) denote the orders and characteristic indices of L+

{L~) respectively. Suppose that a  + and a  _ have a zero of a finite multiplicity

in 0 G V, a   +{x)¥=0,a  _{x) + 0 for x E V\{0}.  Then a necessary condition

for the hypoellipticity of L is that a^fO) + 0 and ar_(0) ^ 0. Let C+  (C~)

be a pseudo-differential operator of order — 1, Q+  (ß~) be a differential oper-

ator of order m+ - r+ {m~ - r~) such that the operator

T+ =a +{x)Q+{I + C+)-x?+      {T- =a_{x)Q-{I + C")-1!'")
r r

has the symbol

m+ (m- \

satisfying s+(/)(0) = a/(0(0) (s;r(/)(0) = ar(0(0)) for - °» </ < m+  (- ~ <

/ < m~), 0 < / < °°. {Such operators exist by Lemma 4.2). Let Q\.

Qm + _r+  (ßf. ••• . ô~ -_-) be the determining factors of T+  {T~). Then
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L is hypoelliptic if and only if for every 1 </ < m+ - r+, either |Re ß+(x)|

—► °° or QHx) is purely imaginary and DxQfix) —* - °°, as x —*■ 0, and for

every 1 </ <m~ - r~, either |Re ß;r(x)| —► - °° or ß;~(x) is purely imaginary

and DxQfix) —► + «>, as x —*■ 0.

Proof of Theorem 45. Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 4.1 imply that the

operator M = T+H + T~Q - H) is hypoelliptic if and only if the conditions

of Theorem 4.5 are fulfilled. The necessity of the conditions a +(0) ¥= 0, a _(0)

=£ 0 is proved as in [11, §5]. Noting that Lemma 3.1 of [11] remains true for

pseudo-differential operators and that the homogeneous terms in the symbols

of L and M possess the same formal Taylor expansion at the origin, we obtain

that L is hypoelliptic if and only if M is.

The determining factors of differential operators are effectively computable

from their coefficients. The coefficients of Q+ and Q~ are computable from

finitely many terms of the expansion of the symbol of L. Hence the hypoel-

lipticity of L can be determined by inspecting a sufficiently large number of

terms in the symbol ofL. While the actual computation of the determining fac-

tors is not easy, the methods of [3] and [11] are applicable. We leave it to the

reader to state the appropriate generalizations of the Theorems in [3] and [11] ;

we shall give instead two simple examples.

Example 1. c/(x, Ö = x21£| + 1. (This is of course well known and is

included here only to illustrate the method.) For % —► + °° consider x2% + 1.

Then %=- l/(x2) —> - °° and thus DXQ —* - °°. For % —► - °° consider

- x2£ + 1. Then % = l/(x2) and DXQ —> + «>. Hence the hypoellipticity.

Example 2. qix, Ö = x4|£| - 1 + ix2. This one is also hypoelliptic, but

does not seem to be included in the usual classes of hypoelliptic pseudo-differ-

ential operators (compare [11, p. 108]). It follows that the following bound-

ary value problem:  A« =/ in y > 0, x43«/3« - u + ix2u =g in y = 0 is hypo-

elliptic. This case is not covered by Theorem 3.1.

More generally, Theorem 4.5 enables us to test the hypoellipticity of many

boundary value problems for second order equations in two variables (satisfying

the root condition); all one has to do is to check whether or not the conditions

of Theorem 4.5 are satisfied by q as given in (2.11).
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